Seminar/Training/Workshop organized by Electronics and Telecommunication Department

Expert Lecture on “Study in Abroad”:

A seminar on “Career Opportunities Abroad” is organized by the Information Technology Dept. for third year students of Information Technology & Computer Technology Department on 7th August 2015 at 10:00 AM in Vishwakarma Hall. Ms. Heena Jain (Training Manager & Seminar Incharge) and Miss Gouri Bute, (Counselor Admission & Visa) from Study Abroad, Nashik were invited as resource persons for the seminar. Ms Jain given the brief introduction to opportunities after diploma in various countries, admission system of various universities. Ms. Bute guided about the information about various funding schemes and organizations for study in abroad. They also gave brief details of various entrance exams required to go for various courses available in various countries.

Ms Heena Jain Guiding the students.

Seminar on “How to Face Interview”

A Seminar on “How to Face Interview” was organized by ISTE student chapter on 25th August 2015 for the students of Third Year Computer Technology & Information Technology Departments. Prof. Mrs. V.R.Khapli, Principal Inaugurated the program. The Seminar was delivered by Mr. Abhay Bag, Professional Trainer, Personality Development Academy, Nashik. In this session Mr. Abhay Bag has explained the various point as how to face interviews. He has given some tips to face interview successfully like, Always get in 15 minutes early for an interview. Never be late, Always get in Dress up professionally in reference to the role, Seem very confident in each interaction with the interviewer, Start with a warm handshake when you meet interviewer for the first time in the office, When you answer questions, always make an eye contact with your interviewers. Your communication must be effective, After you complete your interview, thank the interviewer for his / her time. The Students get motivated by the guidance. They found the session very useful.

Seminar on Project Implementation and Development:

Department of Electronics and Telecommunication of K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic organized Seminar on Project Implementation and Development on 1st August for Third year students. Mr. A.D.Bhavsar was the speaker. He is director of ADB technology, Nashik. He explained students about how to select project, how to generate innovative ideas, what are the different areas, how it should be implemented and many other things related to project development. In this way students got very beneficial information about how to implement the project and how to develop it.
- **Seminar on “Intellectual Property Rights”**
  Department of Electronics and Telecommunication of K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic organized seminar on Intellectual Property Rights in association with INTAKE for Third year students on 1st August 2015. Mr. Parag Deore was the speaker for this lecture. He is deputy manager at Mahindra and Mahindra. He explained what Intellectual Property Rights is. Also explained the different Intellectual Property Rights laws.

- **Seminar on LED technology:**
  Department of Electronics and Telecommunication of K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic organized Seminar on LED technology on 3rd August 2015 for third year students. Mr. Prasad Gosavi was the speaker for this lecture. He worked at Giriraj technology. He guided the students about basics of LED. He gave the brief details of LED technology and how to use for power saving. He explained how the LED technology used in day today life for various applications. He explained the difference between LED and LCD technology which is used in TV receiver. The visit was very beneficial to students as they got an idea about LED Technology.

- **Seminar on Communication Skill:**
  Department of Electronics and Telecommunication of K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic organized seminar on Communication Skill on 8th August 2015 for second and third year students. Mr. Kailas Jadhav was the speaker for this seminar. He is deputy manager at BOCSH Pvt. Ltd. He started the lecture with the basics of communication. He explained the difference verbal and non-verbal communication. How to achieve good communication, what is effective communication, what are the possibilities of communication failure to the students. He gave the key points to the students for effective communication. In this way the seminar was very beneficial to the students.

- **Seminar on Satellite Communication**
  Department of Electronics and Telecommunication and Communication of K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic organized seminar on Satellite Communication on 31st August 2015 for third year students. Mr. Balasaheb Gayabe was the speaker for this seminar. He is the director of Space for India. He started the lecture with the basics of satellite
communication. He explained about orbit and its type, block diagram of satellite communication, function of transponder, difference between satellite communication and fiber optic communication, application of satellite communication. In this way the seminar was very informative to students.

- **Workshop on Women’s safety:**

Department of Electronics and Communication and Telecommunication of K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic organized workshop on women’s safety in association with ISTE for second year students on 19<sup>th</sup> August 2015. Mr. Girish Poojari was trainer for this workshop. He started the workshop with Martial art demonstration. He gave the some safety tips to students like, awareness for self-dependence, how to use sixth sense, paper spray, etc. He was providing self-defense training to the students. Mr. Girish Pujari demonstrated basic concepts by self-defense for girls and various pressure points on body parts. The students enjoyed the workshop.

- **Workshop on "LINUX and its Applications"**

A one day Workshop on "Linux Administration & Programming" was organized by the Department for the Third Year students 9<sup>th</sup> August 2015. Mr. Tushar Kute & members of Nashik Linux User Group were the resource persons. The students had hands on experience of installation of Ubuntu 14.10 OS with dual boot option of Windows 7, different applications like VLC, Firefox, Libre Office, Alternate open source applications on Linux, Different desktops like Gnome, KDE, Cinnamon, Xfce etc., Nautilus v/s Windows Explorer, WINE emulator for Windows applications etc. He also explained software Installation with apt-get, .deb package installation & Synaptic package manager along with the Linux Administration containing the start-up and shutdown scripts in /etc/rc.d, Linux administration commands, Remote desktop access using vnc, ssh protocols, Establishing telnet connection and using its terminal, Windows desktop access using rdp, and controlling Removable storage devices disabling in Linux.
Industrial Visit organized

• **Industrial Visit to Shivananda Electronics, Deolali camp, Nashik.**

Department of Electronics and Telecommunication of K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic organized industrial visit at Shivananda Electronics on 7th August 2015 for second year students. There were two sections in the company. First was a Security Product Section and another was Instrumentation Section. Mr. Pankaj Sangle, Mr. Chetan Sutawane, and Mr. Sunny Kukareja gave the information about company to the students. They guided the students about the products manufactured in their company such as a Door Frame Metal Detector, Hand Held Metal Detector, Oil Insulation Test Kit, and Transformer Winding Resistance Meters etc. They explained their working, manufacturing and various applications. The visit proved very informative to students.

• **Industrial Visit to Rajendra Electronics, Satpur, Nashik.**

Department of Electronics and Telecommunication of K.K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic organized industrial visit at Rajendra Electronics, Satpur Nashik on 14th August 2015 for second year students. Mr. Chopde, senior engineer guided the students about the products manufactured in their company such as Inverters, Mini UPS, Transformers etc. He also explained about the manufacturing and working of Three Phase Servo Controlled Voltage Stabilizer. Students saw the Coil winding operation on Transformer Core. The visit was very beneficial to students as they got an idea about Inverter and Transformer manufacturing.

• **Industrial Visit to Nextzone Technologies**

The department had organized an Industrial Visit to ‘Nextzone Technologies, Nasik’ for the Second Year students. Mr. Mali explained the students about the software development life cycle and web development life cycle. Then he discussed about the various areas of the industry involved in development. He also gave information about the products and serviced offered by the company to their clients which included the projects from the areas of web development, android development, java projects and multimedia development.
Trainings attended by the Faculty

K.K.Wagh Womens polytechnic IIPC cell organised a training on “Achievement and Motivation” from 12th August 2015 to 14th August 2015. Mr. Sunil Chandak (Director, Udyogwardhini, Nashik) was the resource person for the workshop. The workshop focused on increasing the confidence, self motivation, positive thinking, stress management. It also included various games like ring in the peg, story writing, making articles etc which helped the staff to focus on setting the goals and achieving them. The workshop also helped the staff to know their strengths and weakness and how to convert the weakness into opportunities.

Parents Teacher meet:

A parent teacher meet was organized by K.K.Wagh womens polytechnic, on 27th August 2015. The program was inaugurated by the Principal Mrs. V.R Khapli. The sequence of the activities was first welcome of all the parents. Then the introduction to K.K.Wagh Women’s Polytechnic was given by the principal. Then HOD’s of all department addressed the parents, Interaction parents with Teachers, Visit to Department, Display of Students’ progress to parents, Feedback and suggestions by parents. Total 75 Parent attend the meet.

• Sadhbhavana Diwas Pledge:

K.K.Wagh womens polytechnic, celebrated the 20th Aug 2015 as ‘Sadhbhavana Diwas’ in the memory of Late Pri minister Hon. Shri. Rajiv Gandhi. Prof. Mrs V R Khapli, Principal, all HOD faculty, staff and all students of, has taken the Pledge of Sadhbhavana Diwas to promote National Integration and communal harmony among the people of all religions, languages & regions.

• Celebration of independence day

K.K.Wagh, education society celebrated Independence Day with full honour on 15th August 2015. The flag was hoisted at the hands of Chief guest Shri Ashokbhai Merchant son of late Kakushet Udeshi. Principals of all institute, staff members and students were present for the program. Dr.K.N.Nandurkar give message to all present.
Welcome Function

The OCEAN students association of Computer Technology Department has organized a “Welcome Function” for First year students on 26/08/2015. The Function was co-coordinated by Mrs. N.E. Baviskar along with office bearers of OCEAN association. The Second & third year students welcome the first year students by offering a gift. Mr. H.M. Gaikwad, Head of Department introduced all staff, HODs of other departments and the structure of OCEAN association to first year students. Prof. Mrs. V. R. Khapli, Principal, welcomed and guided the students on this occasion. Cultural programs were performed by the students followed by refreshment. The students also enjoyed the welcome function by playing some games.

Advisory Committee Meeting

The 27th Advisory Committee Meeting was held in K.K.Wagh Education society, Nashik on 22nd August, 2015. Chairman Vivek Sawant and other Advisory Committee members were felicitated by Hon. Shri Balasaheb Wagh, President Advisory Committee Meeting. All Advisory Committee members are present for the meeting. Shri Kashnath Dada Tarle, Vice President K.K.Wagh Education society, Trustee Shri Sameer Wagh, Secretary Shri K.S. Bandi, Principals, HODs of all colleges attended the meeting.

Prof. Mrs. V. R. Khapli
Principal